Reconciling future food production with environmental protection

http://www.wetlands-africa.de

Background

Project Management Structure

Climate Data of East Africa

With climatic change and growing uncertainty of the onset of the rainy season,
farmers increasingly shift their agricultural
production activities from uplands to wetlands. However, changes in cloud cover and
rainfall will also affect the production
potential in wetlands.
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Besides the regional rainfall variability and
other global change process (i.e. trade and
market access), national policies and local
priorities will determine the type and
intensity of wetland uses in the future.
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We analyze anomalies in climate processes
and underlying processes and construct
scenarios and storylines to predict potential
futures of wetlands in East Africa and
beyond.
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Available daily station observations since 1970
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Rainfall Variability & Trends
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Scenarios & Storylines

- High year-to-year rainfall variability of the long
(March-May) and the short (Oct.-Dec.) rains
- El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and Indian
Ocean Dipole (IOD) affect rainfall variability,
especially of the short rains
- ENSO-effect discernible in the whole region
- IOD-effect mostly felt in coastal areas
- El Niño
/ IOD+
⇒ rainfall 
- La Niña
/ IOD− ⇒ rainfall 
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Climate variability and scenarios
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Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) for selected measurements

- Short rains show mostly upward trends 
- Long rains reveal variable trends 

Rainfall scenarios

Highlights
The El Niño Southern Oscillation
affects the entire region.
The Indian Ocean Dipole modifies
the short rains.
A plausible climate scenario may
be a) a wetter future (IPCC) or
b) a drier future with shorter/less
intense long rainy seasons.
Scenario developments include a
problem analysis and the identification of drivers and response
indicators.
A wetland use decision tree was
elaborated with policy makers.

The scenario and storyline development uses
the following strategy:

Hierarchical decision tree

The „dry“ scenario
Long rains: Enhanced descending branch of the
Walker cell over East Africa ⇒ rainfall 

The „wet“ scenario
Short rains: Shift to more positive values of the
Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) ⇒ rainfall 

Driving forces:
Climate, population growth, migration, land use
changes, political decisions, economical &
technological development

Response indicators
A hierarchical decision tree for wetland uses was
developed with policy makers. Scenario analyses will
assess global change effects on proposed prioritization.
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